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Abstract: “Cultural” maps are produced with indigenous communities to protect cultural 
diversity. This session invites discussion about a) the value of cultural maps, b) the extent to 
which such maps rather reflect western ideas of the world, and c) alternative tools to reflect 
hunter-gatherers’ ways of being in the world. 
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So-called “cultural maps” are generally produced with and for indigenous communities 
including hunting and gathering communities. Cultural maps are tools to promote and protect 
cultural diversity, they are aimed at empowering communities and strengthening identities 
and they are used in court (e.g. for land claims) (cf. UNSECO 2009). Often, they are 
produced with the assistance of anthropologists, linguists or archaeologists working with the 
respective communities. 
 
However, maps themselves—although meant to be neutral visual representations of areas or 
regions (usually on a flat surface)—are rooted in specific historical contexts and human 
interactions with the environment.  
 
This session invites discussion about the extent to which cultural maps are able to get across 
what it means for hunter-gatherers to be in the world, i.e. their engagement and relationship 
with the environment. 
 
We invite contributions that discuss opportunities and constraints of cultural maps for hunter-
gatherers and that explore complementary or alternative ways (including other tools and 
media) to reflect hunter-gatherers’ relations to the environment. Possible questions include: 

• What are the tools or media used by hunter-gatherers themselves which represent their 
relations with the environment? 

• How can relations that humans might have with non-human beings (and issues around 
agency) be mirrored in cultural maps or alternative tools?  

• How could spirits and ancestors be put “on stage” in these representations? 
• Are there ways to appropriately illustrate the integration of kinship, people, paths, and 

places? 
• Can time in general (and issues of weather, seasons and movement) be captured? 

 
 
PAPERS: 
 
2:00 –  2 :20  AM . Cultural  m aps:  valuable  tools  or  a  distortion of  hunter-gatherer  views?  
Ute Dieckmann, University of Cologne 
Based on a cultural mapping project of the Etosha National Park (Namibia) undertaken with the 
(former) inhabitants, this talk will invite discussion about the potential, limitations and risks involved 
in cultural mapping with hunter-gatherers. 
 



2:20 –  2 :35  AM . ‘Our hearts  were  happy here ’ :  recol lecting  acts  of  dwell ing  and acts  of  
c learance  through m apping on-site  oral  histories  in  west  Nam ibia 
Sian Sullivan, Bath Spa University 
Oral histories recorded at significant places in west Namibia are used to (re)inscribe occluded practices 
of dwelling for Khoe hunter-foragers and small stock pastoralists who were evicted from intimately 
known cultural landscapes through historical circumstances. 
 
2 :35  –  2 :50  AM . Putting  Penan knowledge  on the  m ap:  m aking sense  of  tana’  pen gurip  
Baptiste Laville, Bruno Manser Fonds; Joe Komeok, KERUAN 
Based on the Penan Community Maps (2017), the Eastern Penan concept tana’ pengurip is, first, 
clarified and, second, compared to the Iban legally recognized concepts pemakai menoa and pulau 
galau. 
 
2 :50  –  3 :05  PM . Indigenous  cultural  m ap-m aking as  process :  a  case  study from  the  
Lander  W arlpiri  
Petronella Vaarzon-Morel, The University of Sydney 
This paper presents a case study of a cultural mapping project funded and directed by Warlpiri people 
in Central Australia with the collaboration of anthropologists. I consider what is at stake for Warlpiri 
engaging in this process. 


